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Abstract
Many statistical learning problems in the
area of natural language processing in-
cluding sequence tagging, sequence seg-
mentation and syntactic parsing has been
successfully approached by means of
structured prediction methods. An appeal-
ing property of the corresponding discrim-
inative learning algorithms is their ability
to integrate the loss function of interest di-
rectly into the optimization process, which
potentially can increase the resulting per-
formance accuracy. Here, we demonstrate
on the example of constituency parsing
how to optimize for F1-score in the max-
margin framework of structural SVM. In
particular, the optimization is with respect
to the original (not binarized) trees.
1 Introduction
Many statistical learning problems in the area of
natural language processing (NLP) including se-
quence tagging, sequence segmentation and var-
ious kinds of syntactic parsing have been suc-
cessfully approached by means of structured pre-
diction methods, which correspond to a machine
learning paradigm that considers learning with
complex outputs like sequences, trees or even gen-
eral graphs. Popular examples of the correspond-
ing methods include maximum margin Markov
networks (M3N) (Taskar et al., 2003), structural
support vector machine (SSVM) (Tsochantaridis
et al., 2005), and on-line algorithms like MIRA
(McDonald et al., 2005).
Apart from maximizing the margin between the
true and false outputs, another appealing property
of these discriminative learning algorithms is their
ability to incorporate the loss function of interest
directly in the training procedure, which poten-
tially can improve the resulting prediction accu-
racy. However, the existing training approaches
including cutting-plane algorithm (Joachims et al.,
2009), bundle methods (Smola et al., 2007) and
Frank-Wolfe optimization (Lacoste-Julien et al.,
2013) assume that an efficient inference algorithm
is given during the training in order to compute a
subgradient of the objective function or the most
violating output with respect to a given loss func-
tion. This usually results in a combinatorial prob-
lem which often can be solved by means of dy-
namic programming. The success of the latter
crucially depends on the form of the underly-
ing model and the chosen loss function. Usu-
ally, if both decompose over small sets of vari-
ables we can apply efficient inference algorithms
e.g. Viterbi algorithm (Forney, 1973) for sequence
tagging, CKY algorithm (Younger, 1967) for syn-
tactic parsing or sum-product belief propagation
(Bishop, 2006) for probabilistic inference. Still,
some popular performance measure like preci-
sion in information retrieval or F1-score in seg-
mentation and parsing tasks do not decompose
in this way and, therefore, are often referred to
as high-order measures. Nevertheless, for non-
decomposable loss functions which are build by
a composition of locally decomposable statistics
and some non-decomposable wrapper function,
we can perform inference efficiently in polynomial
time as has been shown in (Auli and Lopez, 2011)
and (Bauer et al., 2016).
In this paper we consider only the task of syn-
tactic parsing, an important preprocessing step for
many NLP applications which aim at processing
the meaning of a natural text. In particular, we
focus on the constituency parsing (Taskar et al.,
2004), (Bauer et al., 2017) where the goal is, for a
given input sentence, to predict the most probable
parse tree according to some context-free gram-
mar. A lot of progress has been done previously
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in order to train a corresponding model based
on finite-state techniques like probabilistic context
free grammars (PCFGs) (Johnson, 1998) or more
general weighted context free grammars (WCFGs)
(Tsochantaridis et al., 2005). Here we build on
the discriminative max-margin approach of SSVM
aiming at optimizing F1-score with respect to the
constituents of parse trees.
In order to achieve a cubic running time for pre-
diction it is a conventional approach to binarize
the grammar before training. Unfortunately, this
introduces a bias during the training procedure as
the corresponding loss function is evaluated on the
binary representation while the resulting perfor-
mance is measured on the original not binarezd
trees. In this paper we extend the inference pro-
cedure presented in (Bauer et al., 2016) to account
for this difference. The result corresponds to the
inference on not binarized trees leading to a bet-
ter prediction accuracy while keeping the compu-
tational advantage of binarized representation.
2 Optimizing for F1-score
A common structured prediction approach is to
learn a functional relationship f : X → Y between
an input space X and an arbitrary discrete output
space Y of the form
f(x) = argmax
y∈Y
w>Ψ(x, y). (1)
Here, Ψ: X ×Y → Rd is the joint feature map de-
scribing the compatibility between an input x and
a corresponding output y, and w is the vector of
model weights to be learned from a training sam-
ple of input-output pairs (x1, y1), ..., (xn, yn) ∈
X × Y . Training the models weights w accord-
ing to the maximum-margin criterion of an SSVM
corresponds to solving the following optimization
problem
min.
w, ξ>0
1
2
‖w‖2 + C
n
n∑
i=1
ξi subject to
w> (Ψ(xi, y∗i )−Ψ(xi, y)) > 1−
ξi
∆(y∗i , y)
∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}, ∀y ∈ Y\{y∗i }
(2)
where C is a regularization constant and ∆: Y ×
Y → R denotes a corresponding loss function
quantifying the discrepancy between a prediction
y and the ground truth y∗.
As already mentioned in the introduction the
most popular training approaches rely on the as-
sumption that during training process we are given
an additional inference algorithm to compute the
subgradient (in case of bundle methods) or the
most violating configuration (in case of cutting-
plane approach). In the literature, this problem is
referred to as the loss augmented inference (Taskar
et al., 2005), (Bauer et al., 2013). In the most gen-
eral form it corresponds to maximizing the follow-
ing objective
max
y∈Y
∆(y∗, y) · (const. + w>Ψ(x, y)) (3)
where the constant term is 1 − w>Ψ(x, y∗). The
main computational difficulty here arises from the
fact that the size of Y may grow exponentially in
the size of the input x as it is the case in con-
stituency parsing. Therefore, in order to perform
inference efficiently we have to restrict the range
of possible models and loss functions. An impor-
tant observation here is that F1-score can be pa-
rameterized by the number of true (TP) and false
(FP) positives according to
F1(TP, FP ) =
2TP
|y∗|+ TP + FP (4)
where |y∗| denotes the number of nodes in the
true parse tree. In particular, these counts (TP
and FP) decompose over the individual nodes of
parse trees. The main idea for solving (3) is then
to stratify the maximisation over all configurations
of (TP, FP) and picking the best.
2.1 Model Description
For the task of constituency parsing the set Y in
(1) corresponds to all valid parse trees with respect
to the given grammar G and an input sentence x.
A popular approach for representing a parse tree
y ∈ Y is based on a joint feature vector Ψ(x, y)
where the individual dimensions correspond to the
grammar rules and the entries are the counts how
often a production rule from G occurs in a tree
y. The dimension of the resulting feature vector
is therefore equal to the number of different pro-
duction rules in the grammar. Furthermore, due to
such representation the score w>Ψ(x, y) for each
pair x, y decomposes over individual productions
in the tree y enabling efficient dynamic program-
ming algorithms (e.g., CKY algorithm).
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Figure 1: Grammar binarization due to binariza-
tion of trees. In the notation of artificial con-
stituents A|C − D, A before | denotes the parent
in the original tree and C −D the children nodes
of A which are spanned by the current artificial
constituent. ”?” denotes the parent label of A.
2.2 Grammar Binarization
In order to achieve a cubic running time (in the
length of the sentence) it is a common approach
to binarize a given grammar (or equivalently the
trees) before training by the left or right factoriza-
tion introducing new artificial constituents as il-
lustrated in Figure 1.We can vary the amount of
annotation (e.g., number of missing nodes to the
right in case of right-factorization) contained in
these artificial constituents, which is referred to as
the horizontal annotation. Another useful annota-
tion technique in order to increase the expressiv-
ity of the grammar is the parent annotation where
the labels of individual nodes in a parse tree are
extended by the label of their parent nodes intro-
ducing more contextual information into the labels
(see Figure 1).
2.3 Loss Augmented Inference
We now show how the problem in (3) can be
solved via dynamic programming for constituency
parsing with ∆F1(y
∗, y) = 1 − F1(y∗, y). Let an
input sentence x = (x1, ..., x|x|) with xi denoting
the token on position i and a corresponding true
parse tree y∗ be given. Similar to the conventional
CKY algorithm the idea here is to iteratively com-
pute the values for the subproblems
Πtp,fpi,j,A := max
y∈T tp,fpi,j,A
∑
p∈Productions(y)
q(p), (5)
where T tp,fpi,j,A denotes the set of all valid subtrees
spanning the tokens (xi, ..., xj) and having the la-
bel A at the root. The parameters tp, fp encode
the number of true and false positives with respect
to y∗. q(p) denotes the weight of a production p
times its frequency in the parse tree y. That is, the
quantity Πtp,fpi,j,A denotes the value of an optimal la-
bel configuration over the parse trees y ∈ Ti,j,A
which additionally result in a fixed value for true
and false positives. The values of these subprob-
lems can be computed in a bottom-up manner ac-
cording to the following equation
Πtp,fpi,j,A = max
A→BC, s, tˆp,fˆp
q(A→ BC) +
Πt¯p, f¯pi,s,B +
Πtˆp,fˆps+1,j,C (6)
where we maximize over all possible grammar
productions A → BC with fixed A, over all split
points of subtrees i 6 s < j, and over pos-
sible distributions of the loss parameters tˆp and
fˆp with t¯p := tp − 1([A]ij ∈ y∗) − tˆp and
f¯p := fp − 1([A]ij /∈ y∗) − fˆp. The term
[A]ij denotes a node in a subtree that spans tokens
xi, ..., xj and has the label A, and 1(·) is an indi-
cator function yielding 1 if the expression inside
the brackets is true and 0 otherwise. With a slight
abuse of notation we write [A]ij ∈ y∗ to check if a
node with the corresponding label is in a tree y∗.
After computing the values for all the subprob-
lems, we can obtain the optimal value p∗ of the
problem in (3) by maximizing over all possible
values tp, fp according to
p∗ = max
tp,fp
(1− F1(tp, fp)) · (const.+ Πtp,fp1,|x|,S).
(7)
where const. corresponds to the constant term 1−
w>Ψ(x, y∗). |x| denotes the number of tokens in
the input sentence and S is the start (or root) sym-
bol of each parse derivation. The corresponding
maximizing argument can be found by backtrack-
ing the optimal decisions in each computation step
as usually done in dynamic programming.
Note, that the counts of true and false positives
in the above computation scheme is with respect
to the binarized tree representation. The resulting
performance, however, is evaluated on the origi-
nal tree representation after reversing the binariza-
tion. It turns out that we can easily adjust the
above computation scheme to keep track of the
corresponding counts with respect to unbinarized
trees. First note that in order to transform a bina-
rized tree in the original form we need to remove
all the artificial constituents, that is the counts of
true and false positives are not affected by their
presence. Furthermore, after removing an artificial
constituents we need to attach its children in a tree
to its parent. In particular, the boundary indices
of the corresponding spans of the children nodes
do not change during this procedure. Finally we
have to remove the additional annotation from the
labels of the remaining nodes. To summarize, we
can compute the counts of true and false positives
with respect to unbinarized grammar from bina-
rized trees if we completely ignore artificial nodes
and the additional annotation (e.g. parent annota-
tion). More precisely, we only need to replace the
indicator function 1 for computing t¯p, f¯p in (6) by
1¯([A?]ij ∈ y∗) =
{
0, A is artificial,
1([A]ij ∈ y∗), else
(8)
where ? denotes the parent annotation of [A]ij and
y∗ corresponds to the (unbinarized) ground truth.
Similarly, we define
1¯([A?]ij /∈ y∗) =
{
0, A is artificial,
1([A]ij /∈ y∗), else
(9)
This way we ensure that the corresponding
counts of true and false positives are with respect
to the unbinarized trees. The overall computation
scheme is provable correct, that is it computes the
optimal value of the problem in (3).
3 Experiments
In this section we present our preliminary exper-
imental results for the task of constituency pars-
ing by training an SSVM via cutting plane algo-
rithm and optimizing for F1-score. In particular,
we compare the performance when optimizing on
trees in the binarized representation (marked by
”(bin.)”) versus the original non binarized trees.
Additionally we report results when optimizing
for 0/1 accuracy, and the number of false positives
(#FP). The resulting perforce is evaluated in terms
of precision (P), recall (R), F1-score (F1), and 0/1
prediction accuracy (all with respect to the unbi-
narized trees).
As training data we used a subset of the
Wall Street Journal (WSJ) from the Penn English
Treebank-3 restricted to sentences of the length 6
20. We used the standard data split: sections 2-21
of WSJ for training (16667 sentences), section 22
for validation (725 sentences) and section 23 for
testing (1034 sentences). The parse trees were pre-
processed in the standard way by removing func-
tional tags and null elements. The regularization
Table 1: Experimental results on the test set.
Measure P R F1 0/1 Acc
0/1 (bin.) 88.86 89.27 89.00 27.32
#FP (bin.) 90.43 90.34 90.32 27.91
F1 (bin.) 90.33 90.43 90.32 28.69
F1 90.92 90.82 90.82 29.18
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Figure 2: Illustration of the loss difference (in
∆F1) on the test set when optimizing for F1 score
on the original trees versus binary representation.
hyperparameter C was chosen by cross-validation
over a grid of values {10i : i = 0, 1, ...5}. We
report the corresponding results on the test data
in Table 1. The first column describes the mea-
sure we optimized during the training procedure.
Here we can make two observations. First, we see
that there is a little difference in performance be-
tween #FP (bin.) and F1-score (bin.) on binarized
trees supporting the claims in (Bauer et al., 2017)
(see Proposition 2). Second, we see that adjust-
ing training with F1-score for unbinarized trees
improves the resulting performance upon training
with binarized representation. According to the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Rey and Neuha¨user,
2011) this result is statically significant. Figure
2 illustrates the difference in loss ∆F1 for models
optimized according to original versus binarized
representation. A corresponding null-hypothesis
is that the measurement difference for a pair of
methods follows a symmetric distribution around
zero. Here, we can see a clear shift of the corre-
sponding distribution to the left1.
1Note that we do not count examples with zero difference
in the loss value.
4 Conclusion
We demonstrated on the example of constituency
parsing how to optimize the weights of the model
with respect to F1-score in the maximum-margin
framework of SSVMs. In particular, we showed
how the optimization during the training proce-
dure can be performed with respect to the origi-
nal non binarized trees. More precisely, the pro-
posed modification allows to perform loss aug-
mented inference on non binarized trees, which
results in a better prediction accuracy, while keep-
ing the computational advantage of binarized rep-
resentation. Our preliminary experimental results
suggest an improvement in the prediction perfor-
mance by applying this new technique. Accord-
ing to the Wilcoxon signed-rank test the presented
performance difference is statically significant.
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